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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

While a lot of research in explainable AI focuses on producing effective explanations, less work is devoted to the question of how people
understand and interpret the explanation. In this work, we focus on
this question through a study of saliency-based explanations over
textual data. Feature-attribution explanations of text models aim to
communicate which parts of the input text were more influential
than others towards the model decision. Many current explanation
methods, such as gradient-based or Shapley value-based methods,
provide measures of importance which are well-understood mathematically. But how does a person receiving the explanation (the
explainee) comprehend it? And does their understanding match
what the explanation attempted to communicate? We empirically
investigate the effect of various factors of the input, the featureattribution explanation, and visualization procedure, on laypeople’s
interpretation of the explanation. We query crowdworkers for their
interpretation on tasks in English and German, and fit a GAMM
model to their responses considering the factors of interest. We find
that people often mis-interpret the explanations: superficial and
unrelated factors, such as word length, influence the explainees’
importance assignment despite the explanation communicating
importance directly. We then show that some of this distortion
can be attenuated: we propose a method to adjust saliencies based
on model estimates of over- and under-perception, and explore
bar charts as an alternative to heatmap saliency visualization. We
find that both approaches can attenuate the distorting effect of
specific factors, leading to better-calibrated understanding of the
explanation.

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visualization; • Computing methodologies → Natural language
processing; Machine learning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning models’ application in various domains (e.g.,
criminal justice and healthcare) has motivated the development of
explanation methods to understand their behavior. One popular
class of explanation methods explains model decisions by specifying
the parts of the input which are most salient in the model’s decision
process [4, 15, 43]. In natural language processing (NLP), this refers
to which words, phrases or sentences in the input contributed most
to the model prediction [7, 31]. While much research exists on
developing and verifying such explanations [1, 3, 27, 30, 45, 46],
less is known about the information that human explainees actually
understand from them [2, 9, 14, 34].
In the explainable NLP literature, it is generally (implicitly) assumed that the explainee interprets the information “correctly”, as
it is communicated [3, 14, 16]: e.g., when one word is explained to
be influential in the model’s decision process, or more influential
than another word, it is assumed that the explainee understands
this relationship [23]. We question this assumption: research in
the social sciences describes modes in which the human explainee
may be biased—via some cognitive habit—in their interpretation
of processes [12, 32, 34, 47]. Additional research shows this effect
manifests in practice in AI settings [8, 11, 18, 20, 35]. This means,
for example, that the explainee may underestimate the influence of
a punctuation token, even if the explanation reports that this token
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Figure 1: A saliency explantion is generated to answer the human’s need to understand the model. We investigate whether the
saliency explanation can be systematically mis-perceived by humans and which factors influence its perception.
is highly significant (Figure 1), because the explainee is attempting
to understand how the model reasons by analogy to the explainee’s
own mind which is an instance of anthropomorphic bias [6, 24, 56]
and belief bias [13, 18].
We identify three different such biases which may influence
the explainee’s interpretation: (i) anthropomorphic bias and belief
bias: influence by the explainee’s self projection onto the model; (ii)
visual perception bias: influence by the explainee’s visual affordances
for comprehending information; (iii) learning effects: observable
temporal changes in the explainee’s interpretation as a result of
interacting with the explanation over multiple instances.
We thus address the following question in this paper: When
a human explainee observes feature-attribution explanations, does
their comprehended information differ from what the explanation
“objectively” attempts to communicate? If so, how?
We propose a methodology to investigate whether explainees
exhibit biases when interpreting feature-attribution explanations
in NLP, which effectively distort the objective attribution into a
subjective interpretation of it (Section 4). We conduct user studies
in which we show an input sentence and a feature-attribution explanation (i.e., saliency map) to explainees, ask them to report their
subjective interpretation, and analyze their responses for statistical
significance across multiple factors, such as word length, total input
length, or dependency relation, using GAMMs (Section 5).1
We find that word length, sentence length, the position of the
sentence in the temporal course of the experiment, the saliency rank,
capitalization, dependency relation, word position, word frequency
as well as sentiment can significantly affect user perception. In
addition to whether a factor has a significant influence, we also
investigate how this factor affects perception. We find that, for
example, short words overall decrease importance ratings while
short sentences or intense sentiment polarities increase them.
Finally, we propose two visualization interventions to mitigate
learning effect and visual perception biases: model-based color
correction and bar charts. We conclude that (a) model-based color
correction can predict and mitigate distorting temporal effects and
(b) bar charts can successfully remove the influence of word length.
Overall, our results show that supposedly irrelevant factors such
as word length do affect how explainees perceive the influence of
words in feature-attribution explanations, despite the explanations
explicitly communicating this influence. This is a surprising result,
1 We

release the collected data and analysis code: https://github.com/
boschresearch/human-interpretation-saliency.

which raises important questions for explainability in NLP, and in
general, about the ability of feature-attribution tools available today
to convey the information that they intend to communicate: even in
the case of a relatively straightforward explanation, such as directly
informing importance regions in the input, cognitive biases of explainees run deep, and may erroneously affect the understanding
of the given information.
We show that bar charts and color correction result in betteraligned human assessments in our setting on multiple bias factors.
We urge researchers to not blindly trust that users perceive explanations as communicated, and to investigate if our findings transfer
to their respective audience and context.

2

FEATURE-ATTRIBUTION EXPLANATIONS

Feature-attribution explanations aim to convey which parts of the
input to a model decision are “important”, “responsible” or “influential” to the decision [3, 5, 31, 37, 55]. This class of methods
is a prevalent mode of describing NLP processes [7, 26, 31, 42],
due to two main strengths: (1) it is flexible and convenient, with
many different measures developed to communicate some aspect
of feature importance; (2) it is intuitive, with—seemingly, as we
discover—straightforward interfaces of relaying this information.
Here we cover background on feature-attribution on two fronts: the
underlying technologies (Section 2.1) and the information which
they communicate to humans (Section 2.2).

2.1

Attribution Methods

We consider feature-attribution explanations generally as scoring
(or ranking) functions that map portions of the input to scores that
communicate some aspect of importance about the aligned portion:
E f (f (x)) : Σn → Rn , where E f is the explanation method with
respect to f , f is the model and x ∈ Σn the input text to the model,
i.e., the input consists of n tokens which are are elements of an
alphabet Σ. For simplicity, we assume that a high score implies high
importance.
The loose definition proposed above for feature-attribution explanations as communicating “important” portions of the input
(words, sub-words, or characters) is often interpreted with causal
lens: that by intervening on the tokens assigned a high score, the
model behavior will change more than by intervening on the tokens assigned a low score [3, 19, 23]. This perspective is relaxed
in various ways to produce various softer measures of importance:
for example, gradient-based methods measure the change required
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in the embedding space to cause change in model output, while
Shapley-value methods measure the change with respect to the
“average case” in the data.
The granularity provided in the scoring function may vary greatly,
from a binary measure—important or not important—to a complete saliency map, depending on the tokenization granularity, the
method and visualization. Most commonly, the explanation is given
as a colorized saliency map over word tokens [e.g., 2, 3, 42, 46]. Note
that this work is not concerned with a particular feature-attribution
method, but rather how feature-attribution explanations generally communicate information to human explainees, and what the
explainees comprehend from them.

2.2

Social Attribution: The Case of Text
Marking

Is it really possible for the explainee to comprehend feature-attribution
explanations differently from what they objectively communicate?
What is the nature of any discrepancy in this perception?2 As
Miller [34] writes, literature in the social sciences about how humans comprehend explanations and behavior can help illuminate
this problem.
In particular, we assume that the human explainee comprehends
the explanation with respect to their own reasoning. By assigning
human-like reasoning to the model behavior being explained [34],
the explainee may fill any incompleteness in the explanation with
assumptions from their own priors about what is plausible to them
[6, 18].
To demonstrate, consider the case of binary feature-attribution—
marking parts of the input as “important” and “not important”,
also known as highlighting or extractive rationalization [28]. Even
this simple format of communicating information can be assigned
human-like reasoning by the explainee, on account of “who marked
this text” and “for what purpose”: Marzouk [33] identifies various
objectives that humans follow when marking or observing marked
text, e.g., marking forgettable secions (for memorization); marking
as a summary (for subsequent reading); marking exemplifying text;
marking contradicting or surprising text, etc. In the context of
NLP models, Jacovi and Goldberg [23] note two possible central
objectives: reducing the input to a summary which comprehensively
informs the decision, or identifying influential evidence in the input
which non-comprehensively supports the decision.
These many different objectives can influence the choice of marking, and the information that it communicates. This means that
both the marked text, and the choice of what text to mark, are
information which the explainee comprehends when observing
the explanation. Therefore, how the explanation is perceived is
influenced by both factors.
Text marking is a special case of feature-attribution. The above
demonstrates how the explainee’s interpretation is potentially shaped
by aspects of the explanation which are implicit or unintended—
leading to an “erroneous” interpretation of the explanation. We
identify three biases that may cause this effect, as motivation for
our investigation: (i) anthropomorphic bias and belief bias, via the
2 This

question is distinct from the question of whether the explanation faithfully
communicates information about the model [22, 48]: even if the feature-attribution information is entirely faithful, discrepancies may still arise in how humans comprehend
this information.
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explainee’s a-priori opinion on human-like or plausible reasoning; (ii) visual perception bias, via characteristics of the explainee’s
visual affordances for comprehending information; (iii) learning
effects, as observable influence in the explainee’s interpretation by
previous explanation attempts in-context.

3

STUDY OVERVIEW

Research Question. The core research question in this work is to
probe into which, if any, factors in the explanation process—aside
from the saliency itself—may influence the explainee’s interpretation of the saliency information. Formally, we view the saliency
explanation as a process whose result is the explainee’s interpretation of the saliency scores. The “input” to this process is the
original text as well as the saliency information and the visualization method. Then, we ask which factors in the original text have
statistically significant effects on the explainee’s interpretation and
how properties of the saliency score and the visualization method
affect it.
Notably, a key challenge in analyzing the explainees’ saliency
understanding is that we want to identify influencing factors on the
explainee’s ratings without the existence of an inherently correct
ground truth perception.
Proposed Methodology. We propose a combination of study design
and statistical analysis to quantify the influence of arbitrary factors
such as word length, sentiment polarity or dependency relations.
We collect explainees’ subjective interpretations of the saliency
scores in a crowdsourcing setup. We relate this interpretation to the
original explanation considering various potentially influencing
factors using an ordinal generalized additive mixed model (GAMM).
The result from this comparison is an answer on which of the apriori candidate explanatory factors indeed have significant effect
on the explainee’s interpretation and how these factors functionally
affect interpretation.

4

STUDY METHODOLOGY SPECIFICATION

The study consists of two phases: collecting subjective importance
interpretations (Section 4.1), and analyzing responses with an adequate statistical model (Section 4.3). We release the the collected
data and analysis code.

4.1

Collecting Self-Reported Importance
Ratings

In our main study, we investigate the interpretation of color-coding
saliency visualization of the feature-attribution by crowdsource
laypeople (variations on this study will be described later). We measure the perceived importance of a word within a saliency score
explanation by directly probing human self-reported word importance. In this instance, we ask “How important (1-7) do you think
the word "X" was to the model?” (Figure 2). We collect answers
on a single-item unipolar 7-point Likert scale ranging from not
important at all to very important.
Texts. We use sentences from the Universal Dependencies English Web Treebank [39].3 This treebank contains comprehensive
annotation, including dependency relations of sentences, stemming
3 https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_English-EWT
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the importance rating interface for English sentiment sentences using saliency visualization.
from various domains such as newsgroups or online reviews. We
use sentences from the reviews group for a plausible framing of a
sentiment analysis task.4 We randomly select 150 sentences to be
used.
Saliency Scores. We assign random saliency scores to each token to
uniformly sample the space of saliency intensities. We are, at this
stage, not interested in using a “real” model or saliency score (e.g.,
attention or integrated gradients), as we investigate general perception of arbitrary scores. It is therefore useful to create saliency
scores that “do not make sense” because a saliency score should
reflect the model’s reasoning which might very well not make sense
at all. We study an instance of “real” saliency scores (integrated
gradients) later in Section 5.3.
Study Interface. See Figure 2 for the rating collection interface. We
display all sentences using monospaced font and fixed whitespaces
to obtain a direct mapping between the number of characters and
the color area for each word.5
Procedure. We ask participants to rate the importance of a randomlyselected word in the sentence.6 We show all 150 sentences from
the described review dataset to each participant, displayed in a
randomized order per participant. Saliency scores for all tokens are
randomized for each participant (such that we collect responses to
many different saliency maps, rather than numerous responses for
the same set). We do so because our aim is not to obtain accurate
4 We

choose sentences without sub-token dependency relations (e.g., excluding “it’s”
because displaying it as two tokens breaks the orthography) and with unique word
occurrences (i.e., excluding sentences that contain a word several times). From this
subset we remove length outliers: sentences with number of tokens longer than one
standard deviation above the mean (concretely, 11 tokens).
5 Ligatures and other typographic attributes of non-monospaced fonts would break
this mapping.
6 Alternatively, one can imagine a setting in which participants rate all words within
the sentence. We choose to ask for single-word ratings to (i) avoid carry-over effects
from ratings of the first to the last words and (ii) collect ratings of more sentences
within the same experiment time compared to splitting the set of sentences over
participants which would introduce further difficulty in the statistical analysis.

(mean) estimates of single ratings as one would do in a corpus
annotation, but to collect rich data to build an accurate model describing the underlying general phenomenon. For each sentence,
we collect the participant’s importance rating, the completion time
and a voluntary free-text comment. We choose to not include a dedicated training phase, e.g., showing the participants ten explanation
instances before starting the data collection: we are explicitly interested in potential learning effects. These can be crucial in real-world
applications: for example, should we find a decaying learning effect,
an effective model audit should make sure to include a sufficient
number of model predictions.7
Participants. We recruit 50 crowdworkers on Mechanical Turk. One
crowdworker failed all of the trap sentences, so we exlude this
worker’s responses and recruit one additional worker. All other
participants successfully passed all trap sentences. In total, this
yields 7500 importance ratings.

4.2

Factors of Saliency Perception

For our set of possible candidate factors, we model factors which
are motivated by the three types of biases: anthropomorhic and
belief biases, visual biases, and learning effects. Each factor will be
tested for statistical significance on the explainees’ interpretations.
Table 1 lists the factors we investigate in this work.
Selected factors in Table 1 include: (i) word length as longer
words correspond to a larger colored draw area, which we hypothesize influences visual perception bias; (ii) word polarity as we
present participants a sentiment classification task and expect that
the participants’ own assessment of word importance influences
their perception of how important it is to the model, which we
hypothesize is an instance of belief bias; (iii) display index as we
7 In order to filter-out (a) participants that just “click through” the interface to obtain the

study reward and (b) noisy responses due to decreased participant attention towards
the end of the experiment, we insert three trap sentences at random positions in the
last two thirds of the real sentences. See example and more integration details in
Figure 9 in Appendix B.
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Table 1: List of factors that presupposedly affect saliency explanation perception along with the findings of our three user
studies. EN refers to the English sentiment classification study, DE to the German fact checking study and EN-IG to the English
sentiment classification study using integrated gradients as feature attribution method (without correction visualizations).
Factor

Description

Significant Effects
EN

DE

EN-IG

Saliency

The color intensity specified as the saturation value (S ∈ [0, 1]) in a (H, S, V ) color triple [40], e.g.,
(0°,0.5,1.0) (■) and (0°,0.25,1.0) (■).

✓

✓

✓

Word length

The number of characters in a word, e.g., 7 for “example”.

✓

✓

✓

Word frequency

The word’s normalized frequency, estimated on a large corpus.

Sentence length

Number of words in the sentence.

✓

✓

Display index

The sentence’s position within a sequence of sentences (e.g., the third sentence in the sequence of
150 sentences). This relates to temporal effects such as learning.

✓

✓

Sentiment polarity

The sentiment polarity of a word (defined via its lemma) ∈ [−1, 1].

✓

–

Saliency rank
Word position

Normalized rank of a word’s saliency score (i.e. color intensity) in comparison to the other words
in its sentence ∈ [0, 1].

✓

✓

✓

The index of the token’s position within its sentence.

✓

Capitalization

The word’s capitalization, e.g., “example”, “Example” or “EXAMPLE”.

✓

Dependency relation

Dependency relation to its parent within the dependency graph (36 types for EN ).

✓

hypothesize that participant ratings are affected by temporal effects
such as learning; (iv) word position as we hypothesize that, e.g.,
words at the center of a sentence might be perceived more strongly
due to the center bias (visual perception bias) which was observed
in various eye-tracking studies, i.a., for natural scenes [44].8

perception” and (ii) to study the relation between these factors and
participants’ importance ratings in detail, via an interpretation of
the model’s parametric terms (categorical factors) as well as smooth
terms (numeric factors). We provide a description of each of the
ordinal GAMM’s components in Appendix A.9

4.3

4.3.2 Model Details. We include all factors listed in Table 1 into
our model formula. We use smooth terms for numeric factors and
parametric terms for categorical factors. Additionally, we include
tensor product interactions for all pairs of smooth terms.10 In order to statistically account for potentially confounding effects of
individual participants or sentences, we include random intercepts
as well as random slopes for each participant and each sentence.
Before fitting the model, we remove a small amount of outlier
ratings.11 We use fast REML for smoothness selection and apply
variable selection via double-penalty shrinkage (i.e., additionally penalizing the splines’ null space). We fit the model using discretized
covariates as described in Wood et al. [54] and Li and Wood [29].12

Statistical Analysis Using GAMMs

Given a set of inputs for which there are the feature-attribution
scores, and the interpreted importance scores, we describe the
analysis methodology aiming to derive the possible input factors
that cause discrepancy between the two.
4.3.1 Ordinal Generalized Additive Mixed Model. We analyze the
collected ratings of perceived importance using a ordinal generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). Its key properties are that it (i)
models the ordinal response variable (i.e., the importance ratings
in our setting) on a continuous latent scale (ordinal generalized),
which is (ii) modeled as a sum of smooth functions of covariates
(additive) and (iii) accounts for random effects (mixed). The continuous latent scale is linked to ordinal categories by estimating
threshold values that separate neighboring categories. The smooth
functions can comprise single covariates (univariate smooths) such
as f 1 (x 1 ) or combinations of multiple covariates such as f 2 (x 2 , x 3 ).
Random effects allow to account for, e.g., systematic differences in
individual participants’ rating behaviour. For example, a specific
participant might have a tendency to give overall higher ratings
than other participants. Including a random effect allows to disentangle this influence on the response variable from the influence of
the covariates in question (such as word length) and thereby offers
a clearer view on these fixed effects. The GAMM analysis enables us
(i) to make statements about which factors significantly influence
saliency perception, without prescribing any notion of “correct
8 We derive word frequencies from the WikiMatrix corpus [38] and sentiment polarities

from SentiWords [17].

5

STUDY RESULTS, INTERPRETATION AND
GENERALIZATIONS

In the following, we conduct three user studies. The first study
(Section 5.1) investigates saliency perception for English and a
9 For further information on ordinal GAMMs, we refer to Divjak and Baayen [10], who

provide a comprehensive introduction. For detailed information on GAM(M)s as well
as explanations of implementations and analyses, we recommend the textbook by
Wood [53].
10 Such a functional ANOVA decomposition is supported by mgcv and allows to study,
e.g., the interaction between word length and sentiment polarity in addition to the
isolated main effects of word length and sentiment polarity.
11 We remove outliers from the intially 7500 importance ratings by excluding words
with 20 or more characters (8 ratings) and ratings with a completion time of 60 seconds
or more (50 ratings), leaving 7442 ratings left for analysis. We apply the identical filters
to the study described in Section 6. For the German study described in Section 5.2, we
only apply the completion time filter.
12 We use R and mgcv [49–53] (version 1.8-38) to fit all our models.
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Table 2: Effective degrees of freedom (edf), reference df and
Wald test statistics for the uniariate smooth terms of the
first user study.

s(saliency)
s(display index)

edf

ref. df

F

p

12.0967

19

728.8738

< 0.0001

1.0921

9

2.0872

0.0001

s(word length)

2.5416

9

4.1826

< 0.0001

s(sentence length)

0.9200

9

1.7531

0.0001

s(word frequency)

0.0011

9

0.0001

0.1082

s(sentiment polarity)

2.1281

9

1.6156

0.0065

s(saliency rank)

0.9580

9

4.4417

< 0.0001

s(word position)

0.0005

9

0.0000

0.7882

sentiment classification task. The second study (Section 5.2) extends
the investigation to German language and a fact checking task to
evaluate generalization of the findings.13 Since these two studies
use random saliency scores so as to not prescribe a specific featureattribution method, we report a third study (Section 5.3) which uses
the wide-spread integrated gradient scores as a generalization to
practically-used attribution methods.

5.1

Sentiment Analysis in English

We discuss quantitative results based on the fitted GAMM (Section 5.1.1) as well as qualitative findings based on the participants
written feedback (Section 5.1.2).
5.1.1 Quantitative. Table 2 shows statistics for the univariate smooth
terms in the fitted GAMM. Figure 3 shows partial effect plots of the
respective significant smooth terms.
Regarding the parametric terms, neither a word’s capitalization
(df=2, F=1.84, p=0.16) nor its dependency relation (df=35, F=1.17,
p=0.24) show a significant effect on perceived importance. Regarding the smooth terms, we observe that saliency score, display index,
word length, sentence length, word sentiment polarity and saliency
rank show significant effects on perceived importance. In the following, we discuss each effect in detail.
Saliency (Figure 3a): The saliency (i.e., the color saturation) has the
strongest impact on perceived importance as the graph spans the
by-far widest y-axis range of all plots in Figure 3. Except for the
saliency scores around 1, the entire graph shows a monotonous
relation between saliency score and perceived importance.
Display Index (Figure 3b): Participants’ ratings increased over the
course of the experiment. We hypothesize that the participants report more conservative ratings in the beginning of the experiment
to “leave enough room” for more extreme sentences and adapt
their ratings to a more “calibrated” level over the course of the
experiment. Interestingly, this trend does not seem to stop after our
maximum number of 150 sentences. We leave the study of sufficient
amount of training required for the effect to reach a peak to future
work.
13 Task

refers to the AI’s task which operation is communicated to the explainee via
the saliency explanation.

Word Length (Figure 3c): With increasing word length, importance
ratings rise up until a length of approximately eight characters and
decrease again afterwards. We hypothesize that the initial increase
corresponds to an increase of the colored area that a longer word
directly causes, as the saliency score is visualized within a box
which is proportional to the number of characters. To interpret the
subsequent decrease of perceived importance, we consider the interactions between word length and other factors. We find significant
pairwise interactions of word length with (i) saliency, (ii) display
index and (iii) word frequency (Appendix C). For the interaction
with display index, we observe that the decreasing effect of high
word lengths grows with increasing display index up until around
the 55th sentence. After this point, the effect decreases. While the
latter decrease can be explained with the partial effect of increasing
ratings with higher display indices (as shown in Figure 3b), the
former decrease demands detailed investigation in future work.
Sentence Length (Figure 3d): Importance ratings decrease for words
in longer sentences. A longer sentence leads to a higher number of
color samples and therefore also to a larger expected color range.
We argue that such an increased color range inhibts users to make
very high importance ratings due to a missing “maximum color”
anchor.
Sentiment Polarity (Figure 3e): The effect of a word’s lemma’s sentiment polarity on importance ratings. We observe a parabola-shaped
curve with a minimum at slightly-positive sentiment. To the left,
importance ratings increase with increasingly negative polarity and
to the right importance ratings increase with increasingly positive
polarity. This indicates that users ratings of “what was important to
the model when classifying the sentence” are biased by their answer
to “what is important to me when classifying the sentence myself”.
Such a substitution of a presumably complex-to-compute target
attribute with a simpler heuristic attribute is a known cognitive
bias and often referred to as attribute substitution or substitution
bias [25]
Saliency Rank (Figure 3f): The partial effect of a word’s normalized
saliency rank on participants’ importance ratings. We normalize the
rank by dividing by sentence length, as low ranks (i.e., larger numbers) would otherwise be strongly correlated to sentence length,
and potentially cause stability issues within the model estimation.
We observe that an increased rank (a value of one corresponds
to the last rank, i.e., the lowest saliency score) corresponds to a
decrease in rated importance. In contrast to the effect of saliency
score shown in Figure 3a, the saliency rank is not only a property of a word but of a word in context of its sentence. A word’s
saliency score can remain unchanged while at the same time its
rank can be arbitrarily modified by changing the saliency scores
of the other words in its sentence. We argue that the significant
effect of saliency rank indicates that users interpret saliencies in
relation to each other, i.e., their judgements are relative and lack a
fixed anchoring point. This is supported by qualitative analysis in
Section 5.1.2.
In addition to the significant partial effects, we also find numerous significant interactions. We provide the statistics of Wald tests
for all pairwise tensor product interactions (following a functional
ANOVA decomposition) as well as summed effect plots of all significant pairwise interactions in Table 5 and Figure 10 in Appendix C.
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Figure 3: Partial effect plots for all significant smooth terms (note that y-axes are scaled per effect). Numbers in y-axis labels
are estimated degrees of freedom (edf) of the respective smooth. The shaded area displays confidence intervals (plus and minus
one standard error) including uncertainty about the overall mean.
5.1.2 Qualitative. In addition to the statistical evaluation, we also
evaluate the participants’ voluntary free-text comments. Table 3
shows a selection of comments grouped into four categories:
Relative Judgement: Participants explicitly state that they make
relative importance judgements. This supports our argumentation
of relative judgments discussed for the effects of sentence length
and saliency rank.
Own Opinion: Similarly, participant comments support our hypothesis that users’ ratings are subject to the cognitive bias of attribute
substitution as discussed for the effect of word sentiment polarity.
Light Color: Participants seem to make a categorial distinction
between very light color and seemingly no color although this distinction does not exist in terms of the attribution score. This can
be important when communicating very low influences and should
be addressed in more detail in future work.
Other: Miscellaneous comments on, e.g., issues of word-level attribution and the resulting ambiguity in interpretation.

5.2

Generalization Across Tasks and
Languages: Fact Checking in German

So far, we found indication that numerous factors (word length,
saliency rank, etc.) significantly influence users’ subjective importance ratings. Two important limitations are that (i) the findings
are limited to English, and (ii) they are limited to one AI task (sentiment classification). To assess whether the findings do generalize

to another language and another task, we repeat the study identically with German sentences from the PUD Corpus14 with a fact
checking AI task. We collect responses from 25 German-speaking
participants from a participant pool including Germany, Austria
and Switzerland. In total, this corresponds to 3750 ratings.
5.2.1 Confirmed Effects. Our analysis confirms the significants effects of saliency, display index, word length and sentence length. Figure 4 displays the respective partial effect plots. While the smooths
for saliency (Figure 4a) and sentence length (Figure 4d) show high
similarity to the respective smooths of the English study (see Figures 3a and 3d), we observe slight differences for display index
(Figures 4b and 3b) and word length (Figures 4c and 3c). While the
English display index smooth grows more or less linearly (edf=1.09),
the respective German smooth reaches a plateau after around half
the sentences (edf=1.60). We hypothesize that such a saturation
effect will also be visible for English, but requires a larger number of
sentences. We argue that this is caused by the fact that the sentences
in the German study are longer than in the English study, which
makes participants of the German study see more colored words
and thereby “calibrates” their ratings faster in terms of number
of sentences. Similarly, the German word length smooth saturates
after around 15 characters, while the English smooth decreases
after around 8 characters. We hypothesize that this difference can
be attributed to the overall longer words in German as well as the
difference in compounding.
14 https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/de_pud/index.

html.
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2
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Absolutely amazing job !
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3 (P20)

Room was amazing .
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Figure 4: Partial effect plots for all significant smooth terms (note that y-axes are scaled per effect) for the German experiment.
Numbers in y-axis labels are estimated degrees of freedom (edf) of the respective smooth. The shaded area displays confidence
intervals (plus and minus one standard error) including uncertainty about the overall mean. (a) refers to color saturation.
and show each participant 50 sentences per visualization.17 We
collect 9000 importance ratings from 60 participants and exclude
participants of the previous study to avoid carry-over effects from
previous exposures.
5.3.2 Model Modification: Factor-Smooth Interactions. We again
use an ordinal GAMM model using the same covariates as described
in Section 4.3. In addition, we add a parametric term for the visualization condition to account for overall differences in rating intensities between the visualization conditions.18 We use factor-smooth
interactions for each variable which leads to separate estimates
for each variable per visualization (e.g., three smooths for word
length, one per visualization). First, this yields smooths for the
“orginal” saliency visualization, i.e., the heatmap visualization without saliency corrections. In contrast to our first study, these smooths
now correspond to effects on integrated gradient attribution scores
instead of random scores. First, comparing the smooths allows us
to compare how factors influence importance ratings across the
three visualizations, e.g., to assess whether the bar visualization did
mitigate the biasing effect of word length. We discuss the respective
results in Section 6.3. Second, analyzing the smooths relating to the
original saliency visualization allows us to evaluate which of the
effects we observed in the first study do generalize to the integrated
gradients attribution scores. We discuss the respective results in
the following paragraph.
5.3.3 Results. We find significant effects of saliency score, word
length, relative word frequency and saliency rank. We provide
details and test statistics on all parametric coefficients as well as
smooth terms in Table 12 in Appendix F. All of these variables
except relative word frequency were also found to be significant in
our first study and all of them except relative word frequency and
saliency rank were confirmed in our German study. The significant
influence of relative word frequency was observed for the first time.
Overall, three studies confirmed the presumably biasing influence
of word length, (pairs of) two studies respectively confirmed the
effect of sentence length, display index and saliency rank, and one
study (each) found significant effects of word position, sentiment
polarity, word frequency, capitalization and dependency relation.
17 The

order of visualization methods is balanced across participants. Sentence order is
fixed to ensure identical ordering effects for the three visualizations.
18 We additionally include a random intercept to account for visualization order.

Together, these reflect the three sources of bias: anthropomorphism
and belief bias, visual perception, and learning effects.

6

MITIGATING VISUAL PERCEPTION AND
LEARNING EFFECT BIASES

So far, we observed that various seemingly irrelevant factors influence human perception in unintended ways from the explicit
and objective saliency information across different languages, tasks
and feature-attribution scores. Next, we explore two methods to decrease the bias in human perception (Figure 5): (i) controlling for the
bias by modifying the color-coding to account for over-estimation
and under-estimation of importance (over-estimated tokens will
receive decreased color saturation, and vice versa); (ii) replacing
the color-coding visualization with bar chart visualization.

6.1

Model-Based Color Correction Technique

We compute an alternative color-coding visualization which apriori accounts for over-estimation and under-estimation of tokens
based on the data collected in the previous experiments. Here we investigate whether it is possible to “correct” the explainees’ saliency
perception by superimposing the initial saliency values with a correction signal.
We require a procedure which increases the saliency scores for
words which are predicted to be under-perceived (e.g., short words
and words that appear in long sentences) and decrease the saliency
scores for words that are predicted to be over-perceived (e.g., words
with a high sentiment polarity or words that appear in short sentences). Briefly, the trained GAMM model from the English study
(Section 5.1) allows us to map a combination of a saliency score
together with word/sentence properties to a perceived importance
score (on a continuous latent scale). By grounding this prediction
of perceived importance to a prediction conditioned on a particularly chosen reference level, we can iteratively, globally correct the
explained scores over the sentence such that the (predicted) perception bias is decreased in each iteration. Table 4 displays examples
of the application of this correction. In Appendix E, we discuss the
full algorithm including its components and motivating details and
provide an extended list of example applications in Table 11 as well
as an example of the gradual correction of one sentence over the
course of 100 correction steps in Table 10.
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(a) Original saliency
(a) Original saliency

(b) Corrected saliency
(b) Corrected saliency

(c) Bars
(c) Bars

Figure 5: The three different visualization methods we compare in our third study (Section 6).
Figure 5: The three different visualization methods we compare in our third study (Section 6).
Table 4: Examples of the bias reduction procedure. The saliency column shows the saliency explanations (how users would
Table 4: Examples of the bias reduction procedure. The saliency column shows the saliency explanations (how users would
see them) before and after the bias correction procedure. The bias column shows the color-coded bias estimates. Predicted
see them) before and after the bias correction procedure. The bias column shows the color-coded bias estimates. Predicted
over-estimations are in red whereas predicted under-estimations are in blue. More examples in Table 11 in Appendix E.
over-estimations are in red whereas predicted under-estimations are in blue. More examples in Table 11 in Appendix E.
Saliency

Bias

original

Great people !

Great people !

corrected

Great people !

Great people !

original

Horrible service .

Horrible service .

corrected

Horrible service .

Horrible service .

original

I remain unhappy .

I remain unhappy .

corrected

I remain unhappy .

I remain unhappy .

6.2 Bar
Bar Chart
Chart Visualization
Visualization
6.2

As an alternative to color-coding visualization, we consider bar
As an alternative to color-coding visualization, we consider bar
charts (Figure 5c): we investigate whether a sufficiently distinct
charts (Figure 5c): we investigate whether a sufficiently distinct
visualization will result in different perception. We hypothesize
visualization will result in different perception. We hypothesize
that this is related to visual perception bias.
that this is related to visual perception bias.
We note two visual qualities of bars which differentiate it from
We note two visual qualities of bars which differentiate it from
color-coding, and therefore make it a relevant alternative visualcolor-coding, and therefore make it a relevant alternative visualization candidate: (i) The bars are communicated with objective
ization candidate: (i) The bars are communicated with objective
reference points of 0 and 1 (the top and bottom of the draw area),
reference points of 0 and 1 (the top and bottom of the draw area),
while the results in Section 5.1 indicate that participants perceive
while the results in Section 5.1 indicate that participants perceive
colored saliency in relation to each other, instead of in reference
colored saliency in relation to each other, instead of in reference
to 0 and 1 (pure white and pure red, respectively); (ii) The draw
to 0 and 1 (pure white and pure red, respectively); (ii) The draw
area for the bars is separate from the draw area for the input text,
area for the bars is separate from the draw area for the input text,
in contrast to color-coding, where they occupy the same space.
in contrast to color-coding, where they occupy the same space.
This means that in color-coding, for example, a word with more
This means that in color-coding, for example, a word with more
characters will receive a larger area of color, in comparison to a
characters will receive a larger area of color, in comparison to a
shorter word with the same color. As our studies in Section 5 show,
shorter word with the same color. As our studies in Section 5 show,
word length influenced explainee perception. In the bar chart viword length influenced explainee perception. In the bar chart visualization scheme, all words are treated identically within the
sualization scheme, all words are treated identically within the
draw area which communicates importance, and this draw area is
draw area which communicates importance, and this draw area is
disconnected from the text display area.
disconnected from the text display area.

6.3 Results

We investigate how well the two proposed visualization alternatives
counteract bias in user perception within the study described in
Section 5.3. We find that visualization has a significant effect on
importance ratings (df=2, F=35.45, p<0.0001) where the bar visualization leads to lower importance ratings (β = −0.5991, SE=0.1579)
and the correction visualization leads to higher importance ratings

Removed Bias
94.9%

100.0%

84.3%

(β = 1.1102, SE=0.2515). Regarding the visualizations’ effect on
and the correction visualization leads to higher importance ratings
smooth terms, we focus on the smooths for color saturation, word
(β = 1.1102, SE=0.2515). Regarding the visualizations’ effect on
length and display index in Figure 6.
smooth terms, we focus on the smooths for color saturation, word
Figure 6a shows that the saliency scores’ effect on importance
length and display index in Figure 6.
ratings is similar to the original saliency and the bar visualizations,
Figure 6a shows that the saliency scores’ effect on importance
while the corrected visualization leads to higher importance ratings
ratings is similar to the original saliency and the bar visualizations,
in the lower end of the color saturation spectrum. These differwhile the corrected visualization leads to higher importance ratings
ences are neither “good” nor “bad”—we argue that the similarity
in the lower end of the color saturation spectrum. These differbetween the original saliency visualization and the bar visualization
ences are neither “good” nor “bad”—we argue that the similarity
is remarkable as the two visualizations are fundamentally different.
between the original saliency visualization and the bar visualization
Figure 6b shows that the biasing effect of word length in the
is remarkable as the two visualizations are fundamentally different.
original visualization is successfully eliminated using the bar viFigure 6b shows that the biasing effect of word length in the
sualization as shown by the nearly constant smooth of the bar
original visualization is successfully eliminated using the bar vivisualization (edf=0.0009). This confirms our hypothesis that a bar
sualization as shown by the nearly constant smooth of the bar
visualization evades word length bias. The correction visualization
visualization (edf=0.0009). This confirms our hypothesis that a bar
leads to a different effect than the original visualization, however,
visualization evades word length bias. The correction visualization
this effect indicates a different but equally distorting bias of word
leads to a different effect than the original visualization, however,
length.
this effect indicates a different but equally distorting bias of word
Figure 6c indicates a successful application of our color correclength.
tion technique. While the original visualization as well as the bar
Figure 6c indicates a successful application of our color correcvisualization show a biasing effect regarding the model smooths, the
tion technique. While the original visualization as well as the bar
saliency correction visualization leads to a nearly constant smooth
visualization show a biasing effect regarding the model smooths, the
(edf=0.0009). Regarding the original and the bar visualizations, the
saliency correction visualization leads to a nearly constant smooth
smooths indicate that, in contrast to the original visualization, the
(edf=0.0009). Regarding the original and the bar visualizations, the
bar visualization leads to an initial overestimation of importances
smooths indicate that, in contrast to the original visualization, the
which decreases over time, while the original visualization lead to a
bar visualization leads to an initial overestimation of importances
respective underestimation. However, a difference plot between the
which decreases over time, while the original visualization lead to a
two conditions (see Figure 12c in Appendix F) shows no significant
respective underestimation. However, a difference plot between the
differences.
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Figure 6: Selected summed-effects comparison plots of the visualization alternatives.
two conditions (see Figure 12c in Appendix F) shows no significant
differences.
While these examples demonstrate indications for successful
bias mitigation, we want to note that this mitigation cannot be
observed for most of the other variables, in particular not for the
effect of saliency rank, which we expected to be mitigated by the
bar visualization.19
Tying back to our initial categorization of biases, we observe that
our proposed visualization alternatives can successfully remove instances of visual bias (word length) and learning effect bias (display
index).20

7

CONCLUSION

We analyze feature-attribution for text from a novel, arguably underexplored perspective: we investigate how humans interpret saliency
explanations over text and which factors affect their perception.
We show that there can be discrepancy between the communicated
information and how it is interpreted, even for a straight-forward
and explicit explanation medium of feature-attribution for text. This
is achieved through a general methodology for investigating which
factors in the input may cause this discrepancy. We demonstrate
the methodology for a lay-people audience of crowd-workers over
multiple tasks, languages and visualizations, showing different setups yield similar but distinct distortions. We find that word length,
sentence length, learning effects, and within-sentence saliency relations affect human importance ratings across multiple user studies.
The methodology can and should be used on other audiences and
tasks, before trusting a saliency visualization for this audience/task
pair. We present two bias correction methods and demonstrate their
ability to compensate the distorting influence of word length and
repeated exposure. Our findings inform future design of saliency
visualizations towards closing the gap between communicated and
interpreted saliency explanations, and call for further research in
19

We provide summed-effect comparison plots for all effects under investigation in
Figure 11, difference plots between all conditions in Figures 13 and 12 as well as details
and test statistics on all parametric coefficients as well as smooth terms in Table 12 in
Appendix F.
20 We hypothesize that belief biases (such as sentiment polarity) exhibit more distinct
expression across indiviuals, which requires subject-adaptive correction methods and
should be addressed by online estimation of individual participant slopes and intercepts
within our GAMM model in future work.

the human factors in interpretation methods of AI, that study not
only how the AI operates, but how humans perceive the communicated information.
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO ORDINAL
GAMMS

For an intuitive understanding, we sketch how one arrives at ordinal
generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) starting from linear
models. We follow notation by Wood [53].
Linear Model. In a linear model, the response variable y (e.g., a
numeric rating of importance) is modeled as a function of explanatory variables X which are related to y linearly via parameters β
assuming additional noise ϵ:
y = Xβ + ϵ.

(1)

Linear Mixed Model. In many scenarios, there are random effects
which one wants to account for in the model. For example, we
collect 150 word importance ratings per participant, i.e., we collect
repeated measures and are at danger of violating the independence
assumption and introducing a confounding effect of the variable
participant ID because specific participants might have a tendency
to give overall higher ratings than other participants. Like the linear
model, linear mixed models estimate fixed effects but in addition they
also model random effects (e.g., of the participant ID) to disentangle
their influence on the response variable and thereby offer a clearer
view on the fixed effects. The general formulation of a linear mixed
model reads
y = Xβ + Zb + ϵ,

(2)

where Z corresponds to the random effects and b to the respective
weights.
Generalized Linear Model (GLM). While linear models require the
response distribution to be normal, generalized linear models [36]
generalize to non-normal (exponential family) response distributions such as categorical responses (e.g., dog or cat) or ordinal
responses (e.g., Likert item ratings). To achieve this generalization,
GLMs link values on the response scale (e.g., categorial ratings) to a
latent scale (e.g., logits) via a link function д(·) (e.g., logit function):
For a row i, the general formulation reads:
д(µ i ) = Xi β .

(3)

Generalized Additive Model (GAM). While a generalized linear model
only allows to model linear relationships between the the explanatory variables and д(µ i ), a GAM [21] generalizes the linear relationship to a sum of smooth functions of explanatory variables using:
д(µ i ) = X∗ i θ + f 1 (x 1i ) + f 2 (x 2i , x 3i ) + ... ,

(4)

where f 1 and f 2 are smooth functions that typically are chosen to
be a sum of basis functions, such as splines and X∗ corresponds to
strictly parametric model components. A regularized estimation
of these functions allows GAMs to model complex functions, but
also to fall back to simpler, e.g., constant or linear functions when
an increase in model complexity is not sufficiently warranted by
improved model fit.
Ordinal Generalized Additive Mixed Model (ordinal GAMM). Having
introduced the previous models, an ordinal GAMM can be described
as a generalized additive model that additionally accounts for random effects and models ordinal ratings via a continuous latent
variable that is separated into the ordinal categories via estimated

threshold values. For further details, Divjak and Baayen [10] provide a practical introduction to ordinal GAMs in a linguistic context
and Wood [53] offers a detailed textbook on GAM(M)s including
implementation and analysis details.

B

STUDY INTERFACES

In addition to the screenshot shown in Figure 2, Figure 7 shows the
interface of the German study and Figure 8 shows an interface that
uses the alternative bar chart visualization. Figure 9 displays one of
the three trap questions we use to detect participants that do not
pay attention to the task.

C

ENGLISH STUDY DETAILS

Table 5 displays test statistics for all smooth pairwise interactions.
We make use of tensor interaction smooths following a functional
ANOVA decomposition. Figure 10 shows summed effect plots for
the respective significant interactions. Ordered categorial cut points
are located at -1, 1.31, 3.29, 5.15, 7.1 and 9.22.
Table 5: Wald tests for the pairwise interactions (tensor interactions) (upper) and random effects (lower) of the English
user study.
edf

ref. df

F

p

ti(saliency,display index)
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16

2.1075

0.0001
0.0001

ti(saliency,word length)

6.0566

16

2.2698

ti(saliency,sentence length)

3.1609

16

1.1203

0.0020

ti(saliency,word frequency)

0.9176

12

1.8325

0.0004

ti(saliency,sentiment polarity)

2.9357

16
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ti(saliency,saliency rank)

0.0004
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0.0000
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ti(saliency,word position)
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< 0.0001
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0.0014
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ti(word length,saliency rank)
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0.3503

0.0573

ti(word length,word position)

1.0296
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0.1270

0.1222

ti(sentence length,word frequency)

0.0005
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0.0000

0.8608

ti(sentence length,sentiment polarity)

0.0013
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0.5113

ti(sentence length,saliency rank)

1.3045
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0.0453

ti(sentence length,word position)

3.1995

16
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0.0067

ti(word frequency,sentiment polarity)

0.0015
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ti(word frequency,saliency rank)
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0.3230

ti(word frequency,word position)
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ti(sentiment polarity,saliency rank)
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ti(saliency rank,word position)
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s(sentence_id)

0.0006
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0.0000

0.9276

s(saliency,sentence_id)

9.1441
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0.0676

0.2305

s(worker_id)

48.1065

49

10640.8475

< 0.0001

s(saliency,worker_id)

48.0654

50

6593.7769

< 0.0001
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Figure 7: Screenshot of the importance rating interface for German fact checking sentences using saliency visualization.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the importance rating interface for English sentiment sentences using bar visualization.

Figure 9: Screenshot of one of three trap sentences used to validate that the participant pays attention to the task.
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Figure 10: Summed effect plots of all significant pairwise interactions.
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Table 6: Wald tests for the parametric terms of the German
user study.
df

F

Coefficients

p

capitalization

2

7.62

0.0005

dependency relation

33

2.57

< 0.0001

Table 8: Capitalization and dependency relation coefficients
for the German user study.

capitalization: all capital
capitalization: first capital

Table 7: Wald tests for the smooth terms of the German user
study.
edf

ref. df

F

p

s(saliency)

8.2052

19

148.1115

< 0.0001

s(display index)

1.5999

9

2.4742

< 0.0001

s(word length)

2.0440

9

3.9174

< 0.0001

s(sentence length)

0.9073

9

1.7657

0.0003

s(word frequency)

0.0017

9

0.0002

0.2816
0.7016

s(saliency rank)

0.0004

9

0.0000

s(word position)

2.4429

9

2.8142

0.0002

ti(saliency,display index)

0.0007

16

0.0000

0.5846

dependency relation: acl
dependency relation: acl:relcl

β

SE

t

p

1.9051

0.9638

1.9767

0.0481
0.0004

0.4074

0.1151

3.5390

-1.2155

0.6428

-1.8910

0.0587

1.3605

0.5947

2.2878

0.0222

dependency relation: advcl

0.8647

0.7154

1.2087

0.2269

dependency relation: advmod

0.3741

0.2369

1.5790

0.1144

dependency relation: amod

0.4794

0.2653

1.8072

0.0708

dependency relation: appos

0.2823

0.4119

0.6852

0.4932

dependency relation: aux

0.6395

0.3138

2.0379

0.0416

-0.0679

0.3798

-0.1789

0.8581

dependency relation: aux:pass
dependency relation: case

0.1169

0.2082

0.5613

0.5746

dependency relation: cc

0.1126

0.2571

0.4379

0.6615

dependency relation: cc:preconj

0.8039

1.1491

0.6996

0.4842

dependency relation: ccomp

1.1850

0.5206

2.2763

0.0229

ti(saliency,word length)

2.4114

16

1.1662

0.0013

dependency relation: compound

0.8738

0.4488

1.9470

0.0516

ti(saliency,sentence length)

1.8496

16

0.7410

0.0125

dependency relation: compound:prt

0.4114

0.4577

0.8989

0.3688

ti(saliency,word frequency)

0.6953

11

0.3084

0.0549

dependency relation: conj

0.1673

0.2900

0.5769

0.5640

ti(saliency,saliency rank)

1.4340

16

0.4958

0.0142

dependency relation: cop

0.4169

0.2598

1.6043

0.1087

ti(saliency,word position)

0.0765

16

0.0053

0.2970

dependency relation: csubj

1.0154

0.7533

1.3480

0.1777

ti(display index,word length)

0.3529

16

0.0477

0.1968

dependency relation: det

-0.1604

0.2088

-0.7682

0.4424

dependency relation: expl

-1.0130

0.4605

-2.1998

0.0279

0.3786

0.5401

0.7010

0.4833

ti(display index,sentence length)

0.1902

16

0.0171

0.2622

ti(display index,word frequency)

0.0005

15

0.0000

0.7096

ti(display index,saliency rank)

0.2967

16

0.0332

0.2325

ti(display index,word position)

1.1440

16

0.4244

0.0168

ti(word length,sentence length)

0.9858

16

0.3138

0.0290

ti(word length,word frequency)

0.9622

11

1.0293

0.0050

ti(word length,saliency rank)

0.0005

16

0.0000

0.8581

ti(word length,word position)

0.8285

16

0.5132

0.0091

ti(sentence length,word frequency)

0.0009

15

0.0001

0.3536

ti(sentence length,saliency rank)

0.0005

16

0.0000

0.9945

ti(sentence length,word position)

0.0005

16

0.0000

0.6862

ti(word frequency,saliency rank)

0.0003

16

0.0000

0.9438

ti(word frequency,word position)

0.0005

15

0.0000

0.6085

ti(saliency rank,word position)

0.0004

16

0.0000

0.8379

dependency relation: flat:name
dependency relation: iobj

-0.4807

0.5162

-0.9312

0.3518

dependency relation: mark

0.1537

0.3646

0.4216

0.6734

dependency relation: nmod
dependency relation: nmod:poss

0.4656

0.2787

1.6707

0.0949

-0.0658

0.3251

-0.2025

0.8395

dependency relation: nsubj

0.4443

0.2369

1.8755

0.0608

dependency relation: nsubj:pass

0.4296

0.4305

0.9979

0.3184

dependency relation: nummod

1.3866

0.3609

3.8419

0.0001

dependency relation: obj

0.2406

0.2649

0.9082

0.3638

dependency relation: obl

0.3126

0.2679

1.1668

0.2434

dependency relation: obl:tmod

1.7042

0.5544

3.0739

0.0021

dependency relation: parataxis

s(sentence ID)

0.0004

149

0.0000

0.9007

dependency relation: root

s(saliency,sentence ID)

36.6567

150

0.3534

0.0087

dependency relation: xcomp

s(worker ID)

23.5324

24

8128.6327

< 0.0001

s(saliency,worker ID)

23.6122

25

5645.0812

< 0.0001

-0.2780

0.8595

-0.3234

0.7464

0.5463

0.2432

2.2460

0.0248

0.6718

0.4494

1.4948

0.1351
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Table 9:
9: Comments
Comments of
of the
the participants
participants of
of the
the German
German study.
study. Participants
Participants were
were asked
asked to
to rate
rate the
the underlined
underlined word
word or
or symbol.
symbol.
Table
Sentence with Saliency Explanation
Durch

den

Deal

zwischen

Rating

Aoun

und

Hariri

kommen

Comment

4

Wenn dann müssen beide Klammern weg (P4)

2

Das Symbol wird von der KI zu hoch bewertet. (P10)

7

Auch hier: "Gewitterstürme" viel zu gering gewichtet,
"Jahr" zu hoch bewertet (P10)

3

Der Artikel ist sicher wichtig, jedoch nicht zwingend für
den Sinn verantwortlich. (P16)

des

1

Es ist nur eine grammatische Kennzeichnung. Diese ist
für KI meines Erachtens wenig bis garnicht relevant.
(P16)

500

3

Die KI sollte schon den Wert einer Aussage kennen,
die erst in der Zukunft eintritt und diese gegenüber aktuell bereits eingetretenen Ereignissen bewerten können.
(P16)

5

Das Verb gibt dem Satz seinen Sinn. (P16)

5

Das Adjektiv beschreibt eine wichtige Eigenschaft und
ist für die Satzbewertung relevant. (P16)

sich die beiden verfeindeten Bündnisse ( vorerst ) näher
.
Jedes Gedicht erzählt nur von einem Teil des Krieges
.
Gewitterstürme sind selten , die Stadt berichtet nur an
sieben Tagen pro Jahr von Gewittern .
Die Geschichte von Doss hat auch etwas Unglaubhaftes
an sich , das sie nur umso attraktiver macht .
Frau

Hopley

fügte

hinzu

:

„

Der

starke

Anstieg

politischen Risikos sollte nicht unbeachtet bleiben. “
Wasser

aus

den

Wasserkraftwerken

Flüssen
genutzt

wird
,

in

wobei

über

2900

Kilowatt

Elekrizität generiert werden .
Der

Kunde

kann

die

Forderung

nach

Veränderung

verstärken .
Ich

glaube

,

darum

haben

sie

sich

mit

so

vielen

Mustern und Farben umgeben .

product of intervals of observed values (e.g., 1-37 characters word
D GERMAN STUDY DETAILS
length) per variable if the variable is numeric (e.g., word length)
In this
we provide
details
the analysis
of the (e.g.,
German
and
thesection,
set of possible
values
if theon
variable
is categorial
deexperiment.
Table
7
and
Table
6
display
test
statistics
for
the
smooth
pendency relation). Each point is a candidate context. We evaluate
andterm
parametric
terms10offor
thea saliency
fitted GAMM
Table
8 shows
the
in Equation
score model.
of 0.5 and
each
candistatistics
regarding
parametric
coefficient
estimates.
Cut
points
are
date context. Among all predicted importance scores, we select the
located
at
-1,
0.86,
2.42,
3.75,
5.53
and
7.67.
Table
9
lists
exemplary
median score and choose the corresponding candidate context as
participant
comments.
our
reference
context xref .21

E.3
Iterative Bias Minimization
E MODEL-BASED
BIAS CORRECTION

In
order
to minimize
the
absolute
predicted
bias score,
we have
Our
second
approach to
bias
mitigation
is to leverage
the previously
(i)
described
model original
of humansaliency
saliencyscore
perception
to
modifyGAMM
each word’s
s orig and
∈ [0,to1]correct
into
saliency perception by superimposing
the initial saliency values
(i)
a corrected saliency score s corr ∈ [0, 1]. While this seems to be a
with a correction signal.
straight-forward minimization at first glance there is one covariConcretely, we want to increase the saliency scores for words
ate in the model that complicates optimization. The value of the
which are predicted to be under-perceived (e.g., short words and
saliency rank variable depends on the saliencies of all words in the
words that appear in long sentences) and decrease the saliency
sentence. Thus, changing one word’s saliency can impact all other
scores for words which are predicted to be over-perceived (e.g.,
word’s saliency rank. We therefore propose an iterative minimizaword’s with a high polarity score or words that appear in very
tion that (i) sequentially picks a token in the sentence (one after
short sentences).
When we want to correct a user perception via the saliency scores,
21 The concrete x
a “flat” dependency
relation,of
a “first
letter capitalref corresponds
we cannot say
whether atosubjective
user rating
importance
is
ized” capitalization, a display index of 129.7, a word length of 24.6, a sentence length
right
wrong.
the
previously
GAMM
model
of
4.1, aor
relative
wordHowever,
frequency of
0.04,
a sentiment described
polarity of -0.78,
a normalized
saliency
of 0.11
a word position index
1.08. While
non-integer
values
for,
allowsrank
us to
mapand
a combination
of a of
saliency
score
together
with
e.g. word length cannot occur in any prediction, this does not limit the utility of xref
word/sentence
properties
to
a
perceived
importance
score
(on
a
as the reference context as it only serves as an arbitraty, but neutral reference point.

the other, round-robin) and (ii) updates this token’s saliency score
continuous latent scale). In the following, we denote this mapping
into the direction of a decreased absolute bias score while keeping
as:
all other tokens’ saliencies fixed. Algorithm
1 shows the complete
u(s, x) : [0, 1] × Rd → R,
(5)
correction procedure, Table 10 shows the procedure’s impact on an
where s is
a saliency
and x of
is a100
d-dimensional
vector
example
sentence
overscore
the course
optimization feature
steps. Besides
representing
word/sentence
properties.
function
allows in
us
the
examples the
shown
in Table 4, we
provide This
additional
examples
to
take
a
fixed
saliency
score
s
(e.g.,
0.7)
and
predict
its
perceived
Table 11.
importance given word and sentence features x̂ (corresponding to,
a word length of 5 characters
and a sentence
Fe.g., INTEGRATED
GRADIENTS
AND length of 4). We
define
this predicted importance
score as
CORRECTION
STUDY

(s, x̂)
:= utest
(6)
We report detailed estimatesp and
statistics regarding our third
user
study
in
Table
12.
Figure
11
shows
comparison
plots
for
each
Additionally, it allows us to predict the perceived importance of
smooth
term
and Figure
12 aashypothetical
well as Figure
13 visualize
thexrethat same
saliency
(0.7) in
reference
context
ref
spective
difference
functions
between
visualizations
along
with
(corresponding to, e.g., a word length of 3 and a sentence length
of
highlighted
of significant
6). We defineregions
this second
predicted differences.
importance Cut
scorepoints
as are located at -1, 0.95, 2.37, 3.67, 5.06 and 6.83.
pref := u (s, xref )
(7)
We can now define a bias score b ∈ R as the difference between the
the importance score for the saliency in the observed context and
the importance score for the same saliency in the reference context
b := p − pref .

(8)

The predicted bias score b is positive if the saliency in the observed
context is over-perceived with respect to the reference level and
negative if it is under-perceived with respect to the reference level. A
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bias score of zero corresponds to an unbiased predicted perception.
Intuitively, this formalization allows us to answer the question
“In which direction do I have to change the saliency such that the
predicted bias with respect to the reference context is decreased?”.
To gain an executable process for bias mitigation we still lack (a)
way to handle the random effects in the model, i.e., participant IDs
and sentence IDs, (b) a definition of the reference context and (c)
a procedure to minimize the absolute value of the bias score. We
detail these three aspects in the following.

E.1

Including Random Effects

So far, our definition of the model function u ignores the random effects of the GAMM model, i.e., we did not specify which worker ID
and which sentence ID should be used in predicting the importance
score. However, the choice of the respective levels directly influences the model predictions not only via a the random intercepts
but also via the random slopes for each worker and sentence ID.
We see two options to address this. While a first, intuitive remedy
is to use an arbitrary worker ID and an arbitrary sentence ID for
all predictions, this approach has the disadvantage of introducing
an arbitrary bias. Therefore, we choose to make each model prediction not only for one participant ID and one sentence ID, but
instead for all combinations of participant IDs and sentence IDs
(50 × 150 = 7500 combinations). Thereby, we consider each combination of participant sentence as equally relevant for the prediction
on unseen participants and sentences and smooth-out extreme influences of single participants or sentence IDs. Formally, we thus
update our definition of Equation 5 to:
u(s, x, w, v) : [0, 1] × Rd × W × V → R,

(9)

where W is the set of participant (or crowdworker) IDs (|W | = 50)
and V is the set of sentence IDs (|V | = 150). Consequently, a single
evaluation of u (s, x) is now replaced with
Õ Õ
1
u (s, x, w, v) .
(10)
|W ||V |

length) per variable if the variable is numeric (e.g., word length)
and the set of possible values if the variable is categorial (e.g., dependency relation). Each point is a candidate context. We evaluate
the term in Equation 10 for a saliency score of 0.5 and each candidate context. Among all predicted importance scores, we select the
median score and choose the corresponding candidate context as
our reference context xref .21

E.3

Iterative Bias Minimization

In order to minimize the absolute predicted bias score, we have
(i)
to modify each word’s original saliency score s orig ∈ [0, 1] into
(i)

a corrected saliency score s corr ∈ [0, 1]. While this seems to be a
straight-forward minimization at first glance there is one covariate in the model that complicates optimization. The value of the
saliency rank variable depends on the saliencies of all words in the
sentence. Thus, changing one word’s saliency can impact all other
word’s saliency rank. We therefore propose an iterative minimization that (i) sequentially picks a token in the sentence (one after
the other, round-robin) and (ii) updates this token’s saliency score
into the direction of a decreased absolute bias score while keeping
all other tokens’ saliencies fixed. Algorithm 1 shows the complete
correction procedure, Table 10 shows the procedure’s impact on an
example sentence over the course of 100 optimization steps. Besides
the examples shown in Table 4, we provide additional examples in
Table 11.

F

INTEGRATED GRADIENTS AND
CORRECTION STUDY

We report detailed estimates and test statistics regarding our third
user study in Table 12. Figure 11 shows comparison plots for each
smooth term and Figure 12 as well as Figure 13 visualize the respective difference functions between visualizations along with
highlighted regions of significant differences. Cut points are located at -1, 0.95, 2.37, 3.67, 5.06 and 6.83.

w ∈W v ∈V

E.2

Choosing the Reference Context

So far, our definitions in Equations 6 to 8 do not impose any constraints on the choice of reference context. Why can we not just
use an arbitrary reference context with, e.g., a word length of eight
and a sentence length of one (and respective choices for all remaining covariates such as sentiment polarity etc.)? The problem that
arises for that concrete context is that the model assigns a very
high importance prediction to words with eight characters within
a sentence with length one. Consequently, pref will be larger than p
for most words and the bias score b would get negative, indicating
an under-perception for most words. If we then increase all these
words’ saliency scores in order to minimize the absolute bias score,
we, overall, have to make large changes to the saliencies. In other
words, this specific reference contexts corresponds to an, overall,
raised level of saliency intensities. While this is not bad per-se, we
favor a reference context that is as neutral as possible regarding its
impact on predicted importance ratings.
In order to find such a reference context, we sample 10001 random points from the space of possible contexts defined as the cross
product of intervals of observed values (e.g., 1-37 characters word

21 The

concrete xref corresponds to a “flat” dependency relation, a “first letter capitalized” capitalization, a display index of 129.7, a word length of 24.6, a sentence length
of 4.1, a relative word frequency of 0.04, a sentiment polarity of -0.78, a normalized
saliency rank of 0.11 and a word position index of 1.08. While non-integer values for,
e.g. word length cannot occur in any prediction, this does not limit the utility of xref
as the reference context as it only serves as an arbitraty, but neutral reference point.

0.0
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Figure 11: Summed-effects comparison plots of the correction methods.
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Algorithm 1: Saliency color correction procedure.
(i)

Input: s orig : Original saliency scores for each word of the
sentence with length l.
Input: xref : Feature representation of the reference input.
(i)
Output: s corr : Corrected saliency scores for each word of
the sentence.
(i)
(i)
s corr ← s orig for all i. // Initialization

// Iterate for a fixed number of steps
for k ← 1 to n steps do
// Each iteration goes over all tokens in the
sentence
for i ← 1 to l do
x̂ ← feature representation of the i-th word (also
(i)
depends on all other s corr via the saliency rank
feature)


Í
Í
(i)
p ← |W 1| |V | w ∈W v ∈V u s corr , x̂, w, v

// Model-predicted perceived importance
(on the latent continuous scale)
averaged over participant IDs W and
sentence IDs V .


Í
Í
(i)
pref ← |W 1| |V | w ∈W v ∈V u s orig , xref , w, v

// Model-predicted perceived importance
if the word would be the reference level
word (in the reference level sentence).
b ← p − pref // Define bias.

2
(i)
(i)
−1
s corr ← s corr − α · 1 − nksteps
· sgn(b) // Update
saliency with quadratically-decaying
step size (starting from α) into the
direction of reduced predicted bias.



(i)
(i)
s corr ← max 0, min s corr , 1 // Make sure we
stay within [0, 1].

end
end
(i)

return s corr for all i.
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Table 10:
10: Evolution
Evolution of
of saliency
saliency scores
scores and
and corresponding
corresponding bias
bias estimates
estimates across
across 100
100 optimization
optimization steps
steps of
of our
our bias
bias correction
correction
Table
procedure.
The
first
row
corresponds
to
the
initial
saliency
scores.
The
first
row
of
the
right
column
shows
that
our
method
procedure. The first row corresponds to the initial saliency scores. The first row of the right column shows that our method
predicts
that
the
word
“thanks”
is
perceived
as
overly
important,
while
the
other
parts
of
the
sentence
(especially
“...”)
are
predicts that the word “thanks” is perceived as overly important, while the other parts of the sentence (especially “...”) are
under-perceived. After
After 100
100 optimization
optimization steps,
steps, the
the saliencies
saliencies of
of “many”,
“many”, “2scompany”
“2scompany” and
and “...”
“...” have
have been
been increased
increased while
while the
the
under-perceived.
saliency of
of “thanks”
“thanks” is
is decreased
decreased resulting
resulting in
in aa removal
removal of
of nearly
nearly all
all predicted
predicted bias.
bias.
saliency
Step

Saliency

Bias

1

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

10

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

21

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

41

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

61

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

81

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...

100

many thanks 2scompany ...

many thanks 2scompany ...
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Table 11: Examples of our proposed bias reduction method. The table shows sentences along with their initial saliency scores
Table 11: Examples of our proposed bias reduction method. The table shows sentences along with their initial saliency scores
and the respective corrected saliency scores in the saliency column. The bias column shows the color-coded bias estimates as
and the respective corrected saliency scores in the saliency column. The bias column shows the color-coded bias estimates as
defined in our method. Predicted overestimations are colored in red whereas predicted underestimations are colored in blue.
defined in our method. Predicted overestimations are colored in red whereas predicted underestimations are colored in blue.
For each example, we scale the range of biases to use the full color spectrum in one direction. The column removed bias lists
For each example, we scale the range of biases to use the full color spectrum in one direction. The column removed bias lists
how many percent of the initial bias were removed in the corrected saliencies.
how many percent of the initial bias were removed in the corrected saliencies.
Saliency

Bias

original

Wonderful Atmosphere

Wonderful Atmosphere

corrected

Wonderful Atmosphere

Wonderful Atmosphere

original

Craig and Nate are wonderful .

Craig and Nate are wonderful .

corrected

Craig and Nate are wonderful .

Craig and Nate are wonderful .

original

Love this place !!

Love this place !!

corrected

Love this place !!

Love this place !!

original

But not so .

But not so .

corrected

But not so .

But not so .

original

Usually very quick and timely .

Usually very quick and timely .

corrected

Usually very quick and timely .

Usually very quick and timely .

original

Just ask American Express

Just ask American Express

corrected

Just ask American Express

Just ask American Express

original

Rubbish

Rubbish

corrected

Rubbish

Rubbish

original

Great Manicure

Great Manicure

corrected

Great Manicure

Great Manicure

original

Fantastic couple of days .

Fantastic couple of days .

corrected

Fantastic couple of days .

Fantastic couple of days .

original

They are especially rude to women .

They are especially rude to women .

corrected

They are especially rude to women .

They are especially rude to women .

original

Not enough seating .

Not enough seating .

corrected

Not enough seating .

Not enough seating .

original

Not impressed .

Not impressed .

corrected

Not impressed .

Not impressed .

original

The food was incredibly bland .

The food was incredibly bland .

corrected

The food was incredibly bland .

The food was incredibly bland .

original

Dessert was good .

Dessert was good .

corrected

Dessert was good .

Dessert was good .

original

Horrible !

Horrible !

corrected

Horrible !

Horrible !

Removed Bias
100.0%

95.3%

91.6%

98.5%

92.7%

100.0%

76.3%

100.0%

86.6%

80.7%

89.4%

100.0%

86.8%

92.9%

100.0%
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Table 12: Parametric and smooth coefficients of the GAMM
corresponding to the third user study comparing the three
visualizations.
Parametric Coefficients
(Intercept)
bars
saliency-corrected
Smooth Terms

β

SE

t

p

2.1119

0.1994

10.5909

< 0.0001

-0.5991

0.1578

-3.7974

0.0001

1.1102

0.2515

4.4135

< 0.0001

edf

ref. df

F

p

s(saliency):saliency

11.4304

19

283.3393

< 0.0001

s(saliency):bars

11.0767

19

321.0314

< 0.0001

s(saliency):saliency-corrected

5.5202

19

113.9321

< 0.0001

s(display index):saliency

1.4830

9

7.2492

0.2575

s(display index):bars

1.7044

9

15.3135

0.0254

s(display index):saliency-corrected

0.0009

9

0.0001

0.6438

s(word length):saliency

1.7724

9

4.1550

< 0.0001

s(word length):bars

0.0009

9

0.0001

0.3775

s(word length):saliency-corrected

2.3645

9

1.3936

0.0213

s(sentence length):saliency

0.0005

9

0.0001

0.2313

s(sentence length):bars

0.0004

9

0.0000

0.8967

s(sentence length):saliency-corrected

2.4024

9

22.4406

< 0.0001

s(word frequency):saliency

1.8086

9

2.3192

< 0.0001

s(word frequency):bars

1.7381

9

2.7043

< 0.0001

s(word frequency):saliency-corrected

2.8913

9

7.2153

< 0.0001

s(sentiment polarity):saliency

1.0751

9

0.4727

0.0633

s(sentiment polarity):bars

1.0022

9

0.5076

0.0507

s(sentiment polarity):saliency-corrected

1.6991

9

2.2243

0.0020

s(saliency rank):saliency

0.9279

9

2.0901

0.0002

s(saliency rank):bars

0.9764

9

6.5779

< 0.0001

s(saliency rank):saliency-corrected

4.1893

9

6.8094

< 0.0001

s(word position):saliency

0.0004

9

0.0000

0.9754

s(word position):bars

1.2970

9

0.7165

0.0167

s(word position):saliency-corrected

0.0005

9

0.0000

0.9615

s(capitalization):saliency

0.0009

2

0.0003

0.4268

s(capitalization):bars

0.0003

2

0.0001

0.4525

s(capitalization):saliency-corrected

1.0644

2

3.2665

0.0245

s(dependency relation):saliency

0.0057

29

0.0002

0.3443

s(dependency relation):bars

0.0010

28

0.0000

0.5819

s(dependency relation):saliency-corrected

1.4715

28

0.0731

0.1955

s(condition order):saliency

3.7653

6

30.7306

0.0044

s(condition order):bars

0.0007

6

0.0001

0.5619

s(condition order):saliency-corrected

4.4665

6

150.1092

< 0.0001

s(sentence ID)

12.7259

150

0.1028

0.2236

s(saliency,sentence ID)

68.0861

150

1.7605

< 0.0001

s(worker ID)

55.7637

59

313.9570

< 0.0001

s(saliency,worker ID)

53.3619

60

230.3436

< 0.0001
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Figure 12: Difference plots between the bar visualization and the original visualization. Areas of significant differences are
marked red.
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Figure 13: Difference plots between the model-corrected saliencies and original saliencies. Areas of significant differences are
marked red.

